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Tye-dye, Twister, and Tons of Smoothies
featured at 2002 Springfest
by Kristin South,
Copy Editor
Barbeque, tye-dye, and
molded wax hand sculptures? At
Springfest 2002, there were a
variety of booths and games for
the University community to en
joy.
Finishing up her year as
Events
Chair for FAB
(Fontbonne Activities Board),
junior Erica Driver was the brain
behind Springfest. Many months
of hard work went into the festi
val.
“At the beginning of the
semester my budget was cut so I
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springfest Brings Fun Despite Threats of Rain
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had to readjust my budget pro
jection by hundreds. It was later
raised, which made it possible
for Smoothie King, free for stu
dents to be purchased. My goal
this year was to have a ‘free fo
cus’ Springfest,” Driver com
mented.
As the day kicked off,
some confused students wan
dered through the empty
meadow, wondering if they had
their days mixed up. Uncertain
of the weather, the event orga
nizers decided they would
rather be safe than sorry, and
made an executive decision to
transport the
activities into
the gym due
to threats of
rain. How
ever, the fun
continued un
hindered in
the DSAC.
To fill
the empty
stomachs and

photos by Lauryn Humphrey
Natalie Taylor hangs out the window to check out SF activities.

give energy to the Fontbonne
community, Springfest began
with free hot dogs, hamburgers,
chips and potato salad for every
one. Smoothie King also pro
vided free smoothies to the first
100 students to visit their booth.
Then the games began. The
gym was filled to its brim with
activities. On one side a mass of
girls struggled to keep their left
foot on green and their hands on
red in a game of Twister. FISH tshirts and CIA key chains were

floating about while on the
other side of the gym, a Miss
Cleo booth was set up by
ACES, who were in search of
used book donations.
Driver also contacted the
Fun Source Company to bring
in their inflatable Bungee Run
game for the students’ “bounc
ing benefit,” she said. Prizes
for such games ranged from
inflatable beach balls to toy
water pistols and goofy gag

(See “Spring" page 8)

For more Springfest photos, see pages 6-7
Students enjoy twister at Springfest.

University Announces 2002-2003 Tuition Increase
Tuition increase is not a reflection of costs due to University change
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by Colene McEntee,
Layout Editor
On January 26, the Board of
Trustees approved tuition and
room & board increases for the
2002-2003 academic year.
In a letter sent to Fontbonne
students on March 20, Gary
Zack, Vice President for finance
and administration, stated that the
new rates come as a result of con
tinued enhancement of academic
and co-curricular programs, as
well as renovations to institu
tional space. Zack went on to say
that even with the increases, the
cost of a Fontbonne education
will continue to remain the best
value of area private colleges and
universities.
“In order to help keep a
Fontbonne education affordable,
we expect to spend more than

$3.5 million
New
Rates
in Univer
■
sity funds
Full time student - $6707, an increase of $409
for student
Undergrad. P/T - $380 per credit hour, an increase of $31 per. hr.
aid
next
Graduate - $415 per credit hour, an increase of $19 per. hr.
year, an in
crease of 7.2
percent over
last year. This is in addition to • Summer undergraduate - $250 “reflect the higher cost of text
the federal and state funds al per credit hour
books.”
ready received by our students,” Room and Board:
The recent switch from
• St. Joseph Hall double room college to university status is
Zack said.
Overall, tuition will in with community bath - $3,338
not a factor in the tuition in
crease by 6.5 percent, room • Medaille Hall private room with creases. Zack stated that the
costs by 3.5 percent and board semi-private bath - $4,198
new costs are independent
by 5 percent. The new rates for • Southwest Hall apartments
from the shift.
2002-2003 are as follows:
- $5,486
“Materials needed as a re
• Board costs start at $2,112 for sult of the name change have
Tuition:
10 meals per week to $2,264 for already been covered by this
• Full-time (12-18 credit hours)
- $6707 per semester
the full meal plan.
year’s budget,” said Zack. “In
• Undergraduate part-time Zack notes that the Resource herent costs, such as changing
$380 per credit hour
Fee and parking fees will remain business cards and letterhead,
• Graduate - $415 per credit the same. OPTIONS course fees are relatively small and are be
will increase, though, he said, to ing taken care of.”
hour

Tuition

Congratulations to all May 2002 Graduates from the Fontbanner!
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Crisis Management Featured Seasoned Fontbanner Editor Steps Down
Lubbes hands the position over to McEntee and Cummins
in March 7 Speakers Series
by Katie Godsey,
by Jen Howze,
staff writer
On Thursday, March 7, al
7:30 p.m. Steve Jankowski from
KSDK News Channel 5 hosted
a panel discussion entitled “Re
positioning in the Time'of Cri
sis.” The discussion dealt with
the impact crisis has on business.
The panel included Tammy
Shields, Vice president for Cap
Gemini Ernst & Young; Gary
Cashel, director of the AnheuserBusch Employee Assistance Pro
gram (EAP); and Steve
Richardson, Vice president of the
Business-to-Business Division
of Kupper Parker Communica
tions (KPC).
Each panelist brought their
perspective to the discussion.
Shields answered questions re
garding how management
handles crises.
Cashel informed the audi
ence about EAP, a program de
signed to help employees and
their family members with any
mental or substance abuse prob
lem. This program also helps
employees struggling with drug
testing, workplace violence, al
coholism and workplace related
injuries. EAP’s services are
available to all employees and in
some cases former employees.
There is no set time limit for the
program, but restrictions do ap
ply when drug tests are involved.
Richardson’s questions

were focused on the public re
lations aspect of business.
During the discussion, the
audience was encouraged to ask
questions that pertained to cri
sis communication; however,
most of the questions asked
were September ll"1 related.
Richardson was personally re
sponsible for implementing a
pro-active crisis management
plan at the World Trade Center
in Clayton, Missouri. When
asked what initial actions com
panies should take in a crisis,
each panelist answered the ques
tion differently.
Shields had three points to
her answer. She said that an in
dividual handling a crisis in the
workplace should first find out
the situation, then decide how it
will affect business and then fig
ure out how to fix the problem.
Richardson explained that
the best way to handle a crisis is
“having a plan intact, sticking
with the facts, and being honest
with the public.”
According to Richardson,
the public is more understand
ing if an organization admits its
wrongdoing and apologizes than
if it tries to cover it up.
Jankowski ended the dis
cussion by saying that having
the information, being open,
honest and having a plan in
place are the best ways the deal
with a crisis.

STEVENSON'S HI-POINTE
STANDARD SERVICE, INC.

As junior Sara Lubbes talks
about her resignation from the
position of Editor-in-Chief of the
Fontbanner, there is a sigh of
relief and sadness. “I have loved
being able to say that I am the
editor, it’s almost become a part
of who I am,” she said.
Lubbes has decided to take
a break from her editor’s duties
in order to focus on her writing.
“I’ve been the editor for two
years now and I feel I have
learned all that I can from it. I
also would like to focus more on
my writing. I know that stepping
down is the best way for me to
build more of a body of work for
my portfolio.”
Lubbes has always taken a
strong interest in journalism,
even at a young age. “Ever since
I was twelve years old I have
wanted to be a writer. I would
walk around with a pen and a
notebook making up all sorts of
stories,” Lubbes said.
Along with her interest in
journalism, she has also taken
many leadership opportunities
along the way. In high school,
she served as the editor of her
high school paper. In Black and
White, for one year. She also
served on the staff of Highground, and internet newspaper
established by the St. Louis Post
Dispatch for high school stu
dents.
After college, Lubbes plans
to stay in the field of journalism.
She wants to attend graduate
school at Mizzou for journalism.
As Lubbes takes a step
down, two people make their

Cummins (left) and McEntee (right) will replace Lubbes (center).

way up the ladder to the posi
tion of co-editors. Senior Sean
Cummins, who currently serves
as the News Editor and junior
Colene McEntee current Layout
Editor, will share the position of
editor-in-chief next semester.
“Colene and Sean will be
a great team. I wouldn’t even
consider giving up the position
unless I was putting it in capable
hands,” Lubbes said. “I asked
them both to do the job, and I
would have never done so if I
thought they couldn’t handle it.
They are both great writers and
great friends of mine. I’m re
ally happy that they are getting
this opportunity.”
When asked to comment
about Lubbes’s departure, the
duo of McEntee and Cummins
had nothing but praise for their
current editor-in-chief.
Cummins has worked four
semesters with Lubbes and ex
plains, “She’s a hard worker.
She’s determined to get the pa
per the way that she wants it and
I hope that I can do as good of a
job next year as she does.”

McEntee said, “I’ve had a
great time working with Sara,
she’s become a real good friend
and I hope I can do as well as
she’s done.”
Lubbes will still be writing
for the Fontbanner while pursu
ing other journalism opportuni
ties as well.
She does have high hopes
for the Fontbanner next year as
well. “My hope for the future is
that all the staff of the Fontban
ner will take it seriously and it
won’t be just the editors who
care.”
Cummins has many plans
of his own and he will take
Lubbes’ idea into consideration.
“I am going to work with the stu
dents to create the highest qual
ity story,” Cummins com
mented.
McEntee plans to focus on
redesigning the layout of the
paper as well as writing. “I
would like to work with chang
ing the design of the paper and
also look on having a greater
variety in content.”

Sommer Will Address Holocaust and Eastern Europe Trip

FREE
SHUTTLE

CAMPUS!

Features Editor

from press release

AMOCO

WIF

MENTION THIS AD AND RELIEVE A

10% STUDENT AND FACULTY DISCOUNT
At Clayton and Skinker Blvd, under the Big Sign

647-5005
ASE/AC Delco Certified Technicians

Family-operated for over 46 years
Domestic/Foreign Repairs

Dr. Jason Sommer, pro
fessor of English at the Uni
versity and an award-winning
poet will read from his poetry
and share his insights as a
child of a Holocaust survivor
on May 2 at 7:30 at the Jew
ish Federation Kopolow
Building.
He will also discuss his
recent journey to Eastern Eu
rope, when he accompanied
his father back to his home
town. Munkacs, Czechoslova
kia, and together they retraced
his father’s and young
brother's
journey
to
Auschwitz.

Sommer has published
two collections of poetry, Lift
ing the Stone and Other
People’s Troubles. His poetry
has also appeared in the New
Republic, TriQuarterly, Occi
dent and the Chicago Review,
as well as other publications in
the United States, Canada, and
Ireland.
In 2000, he participated
in a program at the United
States Holocaust Memorial
Museum in Washington D.C.
entitled Speech and Silence,
Poetry and the Holocaust.
He has received several
awards for teaching, and in
2001 he received the presti

gious Whiting Foundation
Award, a national fellow
ship award recognizing
gifted writers that “contrib
ute to the expression and
preservation of our cul
ture.”
The program will be
followed by light refresh
ments and Jewish dietary
laws will be observed. This
event is free and open to the
public. Those interested
can call 314-442-3711 for
more information and to
make reservations.
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Spring Formal Has International Theme

Prof. Development Program

This year’s location was more convenient for students as well

Plays Games with its Students

The Radisson Hotel in
Clayton took on a Chinese flair
on March 15 for Spring Formal,
2002,
Megan McIntosh, FAB’s
special events chair, picked the
theme of “Evening in the Ori
ent" to involve the international
aspect of the University’s stu
dent population.
“I attended their class to
better understand their culture
and it also helped me to create
some of the cultural decorations
for the event,” McIntosh said. In
addition, Teddy Woo recited the
evening prayer in Chinese. He
was also said to have helped mo
tivate classmates to attend the
dance.
The location changed this
year from the Millennium Hotel
in downtown St. Louis to the
Radisson Hotei in Clayton.
“This hotel was a more conve
nient location,” said McIntosh.
"They had a larger dance floor,
plus a better quality of food.”
Guest were treated to
dishes of baked fish, chicken and

Left: An ice carving features a "love" symbol. Right: students enjoy
themselves during dinner and pose for the camera.

vegetarian lasagna. Dessert con
sisted of chocolate cake.
Complete Music who of
fered an array of different mu
sic selections provided the mu
sic. Students danced from 8:00
p.m. to 12:30 a.m.
Senior John Bauer said, “I
think it was awesome. If I knew
it was this good, I would have
gone freshman year. I didn’t go
to my high school senior prom,
so this filled the emptiness in my
heart from that.”
Sophomore Danielle Sloan
thoroughly enjoyed the evening.
“I was thoroughly surprised at

how well everything ended up.
The decorations were great, the
music was awesome and the
food was fantastic. I can’t wait
for next year!”
“I thought it was a great
success. I enjoyed it at the
Radisson Hotel. It was easier to
find and looked nicer. I had a
great time,” Sophomore Rachel
Curtis said.
Senior Jennifer Kenawell
said, “The Radisson was a nicer
hotel than last year. I wasn’t too
pleased with the music, but I had
a great time overall.”

Attendance High at Annual Trivia Night
by Jen Howze,
staff writer
On March 9,
at 7:00 the Alumni
Office had their sec
ond annual Trivia
Night. Judy Woo
druff, Director of
Development, de
scribed the turnout
as “great.” “With
28 tables of eight to
ten people, the turn
out was better than
last years,” Woo
druff commented.
The event
also served as the
10th Anniversary of
the Fontbonne College Options
Program. Alumni were invited
back to the school to see their
former classmates, friends, and
family for an evening of trivia
fun.
It was hosted by KTRS
Radio personalities Jean Jackson
and Dave Schumacher. The cost
was $12.50 per person in ad

Alicia Gonzales, student affairs
intern and organizer of the event,
created five categories including
On Sunday, March 10"’ world news, regional news, en
juniors in the Professional De tertainment, sports and miscel
velopment Program, (PDP) laneous, with questions ranging
gathered at 8:00 in the AMC to from 100 to 500 points. If a stu
play “Career Jeopardy.” Eight dent answered correctly, he or
students attended the evening she earned the number of points
activity, which was one of sev that question was worth. How
eral opportunities PDP offers its ever, if someone answered incor
participants to have some fun rectly. points were not deducted.
during the year. In the past, PDP And, unlike the traditional Jeop
has also held auctions for their ardy game, players did not have
students.
to answer in the form of a ques
The purpose of this game tion.
was to help make students more
At the end of all three
aware of current events and rounds, the three players with the
popular topics of conversation most points won a prize. Jamar
necessary for socializing and Love, earned the most points of
forming connections in the all the players that evening and
working world. Career Jeopardy walked away with two Cardinals
was played much the same as Baseball tickets as his prize. The
regular “Jeopardy,” except the other two prize winners were
categories focused on making Stephanie Kundert and Tom
students aware of
Moehlman.
the world around
When asked
"Knowing about
them while sharp
about her exening their people
current events will
p eri en c e
skills.
Stephanie
help make you
“It’s true that
Kundert said,
more well
you have to do a
“
The evening
rounded and
lot of schmoozing
was
quite en
successful in your
as a professional,”
joyable and
career, ”
Randi Wilson, as
very comfort
Randi Wilson
sociate vice presi
able. However,
dent for student
I was surprised
affairs, director of
that I won, but
counseling and head of PDP, pleased none the less.”
told participants. “We want you
Other participants that
all to be aware of what is hap evening were SGA president
pening in the world and not to Bryan Smith, who said, “It was
just switch radio stations when a very fun-filled night, as I re
the news comes on! Knowing ally enjoyed the pop-culture
about current events will help questions.” Likewise, partici
make you more well rounded pant, Colene McEntee said, “ I
and successful in your career.”
had a great time playing Career
After an explanation of the Jeopardy. It made me realize
rules, the game proceeded in how much more I needed to keep
three rounds. The first two up on current events.”
rounds involved three players
each, the last round only two.

by Beth Miller,
staff writer

by Sean P. Cummins,
News Editor and
Colene McEntee,
Layout Editor

DISAPPOINTED IN YOUR
CAMPUS GYM?
photo by Colene McEntee
Students and staff competed against each other at Trivia Night, March 9.

vance and $ 15 at the door.
The first place table re
ceived $55 dollars in cash and
prizes per person, second place
was $35 dollars in cash and
prizes, third place was $25 dol
lars in cash and prizes and last
place winners received gift cer
tificates to Sonic’s.

Woodruff commented,
"I appreciated everybody’s
support. It was a fun evening
that students, alumni, faculty,
and staff enjoyed and I hope
to see everyone there next
year.”

You can contact the Fontbanner at 314-889-4550

Fitness
’’‘Conveniently Located*
*FREE TRIAL MEMBERSHIPS*
*New Anniversary Rates*
CM
fw PEAT nmi!

Deer Creek Center
3250 Laclede Station Rd./Big Bend
(314) 645-6030

Now offering UNLIMITED TANNINQ
$20 per month!
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Banquet Celebrates Student Leaders, Graduates

The banquet was held in the DSAC.

by Steven Harrison,
staff writer

The leadership banquet
held on the Fontbonne campus
recognizes special people in or
ganizations at the University.
This year’s banquet was
held April 13,h in the Dunham
Student Activity Center.
Each student organization
on campus, including FISH,
FAB, and SGA, selected a nomi
nee from their group and that
person was recognized at the
leadership banquet. The spon
sor of each organization was also
recognized at the event.
Graduating seniors were
also selected as nominees by fel
low classmates, and were recog
nized as well at the banquet.
The night began with an
invocation from W. Vidal
Dickerson,
director
of
Multicultural Affairs, followed

Photos

Senior leadership recogni
tion awards, given to recognize
seniors who have shown leader
ship, dedication, hard work and
service to the University, were
then distributed. The require
ments for this honor were a mini
mum GPA of 2.5, involvement
in a student organization or rec
ognized committee during se
nior year, and an intended
graduate in the fall or spring of
the academic year. Seniors
Brian Callahan, Danielle
Dillion, Betsy Keegan, Lisa
Magee, Danica Neale, Lesley
Luscri, and Karen Paruch each
^ryn Humphrey
received a senior leadership
award.
The big award for the night

by dinner. Folks who attended
chose between chicken, beef,
and pasta dinners. The price for
each student was $7.50, and for
non-students the price was
$17.00.
Student leaders were then
recognized and honored.
The first recognition of the
evening was for the current SGA
Officers, Bryan Smith, Lori
Ashmore, Brian Callahan, Lucy
Gintz, and Colene McEntee.
These students were honored for
the work they have done in the
past year for the University.
Leaders within student or
ganizations and their sponsors
were then honored, including
representatives chosen from
Campus Live Music, The Grif
fin Girls, and the Residence Hall
Association.

was the overall outstanding stu
dent leadership award, which
went to senior Betsy Keegan for
her dedication and hard work at
the University.
Those honored were se
lected by the leadership review
committee, which was com
prised of faculty members
Tommie Frison, associate pro
fessor of biology, Pam Cusanelli,
and Anne Grice, instructor in
mathematics, as well as student
representatives senior Matt Hutti
and junior April Reeder.
“I really enjoyed the ban
quet, and I enjoyed the job and
challenge of picking people for
this banquet,” said Hutti.

Chris Gill, director of student activities, was there to support honorees.

ACES Bake Sale Provides Nontraditional Treats
by Beth Miller,
staff writer
The Association of Com
munication and English Stu
dents (ACES) held a bake sale
at the University on March 18.
The sale pitted junk food against
healthy food, offering buyers
variety from Krispy Kreme
Doughnuts to goodies from the
St. Louis Bread Company. The
sale took place on the first floor
of Ryan Hall and was a success,
raising over $375. It was orga
nized by Rose Shapiro, assitant
professor of English and ACES
President, Michelle Kuehler and
Carrie Stindel, the ACES activi
ties chair person.
Dr. Patricia Brooke, pro
fessor of English and ACES ad
visor, commented that the di
verse selection was a much
needed change from the tradi

tional bake sale. “We thought
that it would be a fun spin on a
traditional fair,” Brooke said. “
The decision was also af
fected by members of ACES
who said that they didn't support
other bake sales because they
were trying not to eat too much
‘junk’ food. It was also conve
nient that our sale coincided with
the Dietetics information fair.”
So which kind of item sold
the best? “Well,” said Brooke, “it
seemed like ‘junk food’ was sell
ing better, but in the end we sold
almost everything that was of
fered.”
Dr. Brooke also com
mented on the turnout of stu
dents purchasing items at the
bake sale. “The turnout was
great. Almost everyone who
walked by bought something
and donated more than the dol
lar requested. ACES members

worked the tables, and those
with time to kill just hung out
there. It was really a pretty en
joyable way to spend a morn
ing.”
Aside from being a fun ac
tivity, this sale was also funding
a worthwhile cause. It was held
in collaboration with a program
that will be hosted by the Uni
versity this summer called Aim
Higher. Aim Higher is an enrich
ment program for students in
underprivileged school districts
in the St. Louis Area. The pro
gram helps students in grades
10-12 to prepare for college by
training them for college en
trance exams and instructing
them in expository writing,
mathematics, creative writing
and theater arts classes. Aim
Higher provides students with
the skills and confidence to
make college a realistic option

for their future. Money earned
will be used to buy school sup
plied for the Aim High students,
such as books, paper and writ
ing tools.
This will be the first year
for the program at the Univer
sity and a group of about 20 to
30 students are expected to at
tend. The Aim Higher group will
be on campus for four days a
week beginning June 17 through
July 11. Aim Higher St. Louis is
covering most of the costs of this
special program, while the Uni
versity is providing the space,
food and transportation for the
group.
ACES wants to thank all of
those who so generously do
nated money or purchased items
at their bake sale and looks for
ward to future support at their
next function.

Do you have a story idea for the Fontbanner? Email us at sarasel@hotmail.com

Diversity Week
Activities Include
Hate-Free Rally
by Jen Howze,
staff writer

Monday, April 15,
marked the beginning of Di
versity Week at the Univer
sity.
The offices of
Multicultural Affairs and
Students Activities, as well
as SEBA. SAGE. CHEER,
and the Griffin Girls spon
sored Diversity Week.
The first event was a
Hate-Free rally held in the
DSAC at 11:30am. The
theme of the rally was “We
are Many...We are One.”
The
Anti-Defamation
League spoke at the rally
about hate crimes and hate
oriented organizations. The
rally included a video about
anti-defamation, free ice
cream sundaes, and a draw
ing for a $50 gift certificate
to the Galleria shopping
mall. Junior Jamar Love,
president of SEBA com
mented, “I feel there should
have been more people at the
hate-free rally. This is a is
sue that affects all cultures.”
On Wednesday April
17, Diversity Week events
dealt with human sexuality.
The event was split
into two segments, the first
started at 6:00 pm in the
AMC with a Human Sexu
ality game. Teams of four
had to answer trivia ques
tions. The first place team
won $100 and second place
was $60. Vidal Dickerson,
Director of Multicultural
- Affairs, said, “The students
seemed to enjoy the human
sexuality game, we are try
ing to get more attendance.”
Senior Kareem Deanes
said, “The game presented
human sexuality topics in a
fun and insightful way.”
The second segment
began at 7:00pm in the
AMC. Jane Miles from the
Gay, Lesbian and Straight
Education
Network
(GLSEN) spoke at the Uni
versity. This event was co
sponsored by SAGE
(Straights and Gays for
Equality). Miles spoke about
her personal experiences as
a student becoming aware of
her sexuality.
Now a
teacher, Miles gave helpful
ideals on how to befriend
and become an ally to a gay
or lesbian student.
<_____________________ >
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Men’s and Women’s Tennis Griffins Softball Suffers Many Setbacks
Teams Begin Their Seasons by Andy Bollier,
Meyers, Florida and play games Greenville College on the 29lh of

by Steven Harrison,
staff writer

The University’s men’s
and women’s tennis team have
started their seasons. “I am glad
■that our season finally started,
and I’m ready to play my last
year here at Fontbonne,” said
Nate Brown, a senior member of
the team.
The men’s season began
with a match against Concordia
Seminary. The men’s team
played very well, according to
Brown. “I was happy how we
played our first match, and I
think we have a stronger team
this year,” he said.
In the team’s second match
of the season, they faced off
against Knox College. How
ever, due to a shortage of play
ers, the Griffins were unable to
pull through and consequently
lost the match.
The conference season
started off for the men’s team on
April 2nd against Greenville Col
lege. The first tournament of the
year was at Greenville the week
end of April 5lh and 6"'. Due to
the length of the tournament, the
team ended up leaving before the
results were in. “We played well
at the tournament, but it was a
long two days,” said Brown.
“We are stronger this year
then last year, and I hope my
play will improve here in the last
couple weeks of the season,”
said player Stan Kohn.

On April 9, the men’s team
went up against Westminster
College, but came up a little
short. “Westminster is really
good, and their players are re
ally athletic,” said Brown.
On April 3, the women’s
team started their conference
season. “I was glad to start the
season playing well,” said Karen
Paruch, a senior member of the
women’s team.
“I was glad our conference
season started, and I hope we do
well in our conference,” said
Danielle Dillon a senior mem
ber of the women’s team.
On April 9, the women
played a match against
Westminster College. “We
played
[well]
against
Westminster, but they are really
good in our conference,” said
Dillon.
The highlight of the
women’s team’s season so far,
according to Dillon, was a first
match win for Brianne Ryder,
who has had no previous tennis
experience before college. “I
was really happy for Ryder, and
1 hope she wins a few more
matches here at-the University,”
said Dillon.
Both the men’s and
women’s teams hope to continue
to improve and set a foundation
for future years. “I hope we keep
improving and getting stronger
and 1 think we will improve as a
program,” said Kohn.

Women’s Track Off to Great Start
by Matt Hutti,
staff writer
Since this is the first year
of NCAA track and field at
theUniversity.the team’s goal
was just to be competitive, ac
cording to team co-captain Sa
rah Hager. Hager said. ’’For our
first year the track team is doing
amazing. We have some awe
some girls that really boost our
team scores. Its fun and a great
way to try new things.”
Also, co-captain Rachel
Vazzi said, “With this being our
first year, our progress has been
amazing and I hope we can keep
doing so [well].”
Teammate Leigh Ann
Batterton commented that “she
likes track because it helps keep
her in shape for soccer and gives
her something to do in the off
season.”
The rest of the team con
sists of Brooke Winkler, Eliza
beth Cornwell, Erica Frederich,

Myrella Parente, Nicole Moyer,
Erin Lanfer, Lauren Finley,
Katie Goldsmitch, Ashley
Keath, Jessica Kersky, Abby
Stockwell. Jesse Butcher.
On March 22, Fontbonne
competed in its first NCAA track
& field events at Washington
University. The team finished
fourth in a field of fifteen Divi
sion I, II. Ill and NAIA Schools.
They were lead by Parente, a
freshman, who was second in
individual scoring overall. She
placed second in the high jump
and second in the triple jump as
well.
The women performed
well on the Washington U. field.
Freshman Keath ranked seventh
place in the long jump. In addi
tion, Moyer placed fourth in shot
put and sixth in the discus.
Sophomore Vazzi took seventh
in the open four hundred and
Hager placed third in the high
jump.

staff writer
After playing six games so
far this season, the University’s
softball team is one and five.
The team has suffered
many disappointments this sea
son. They lost two pitchers to
ineligibility and one pitcher quit.
Their coach, Mel Pinkley an
nounced in the middle of the sea
son that he wasn’t going to be
their coach next season. They
will also be losing four senior
starters after this season’s close.
Because of setbacks, the
team hasn’t played as many
games as other colleges. The
team decided not to travel on
their once annual trip to Fort

because injuries would have
made it difficult to compete.
However, a positive atti
tude remains on the team.
Sophomore Angie Crow com
mented, “It’s amazing the posi
tive attitudes that the girls on this
team have after all we have been
through. That is the kind of
thing that will make your club
great further down the road.”
The team had a victory
against tough conference oppo
nent Webster University by im
proving their runs against from
twelve to five in their first two
conference games
The next two series’ were
encouraging for the Lady Grif
fins. The first series was against

March where the team split with
the Panthers. The next weekend,
the team played against
Westminster College where they
split with the Blue Jays as well,
outscoring them sixteen to nine.
Next on their schedule was
the Washington University ball
club. The team lost both games,
but had some bright spots in the
face-off. “We didn't quit in ei
ther of the two games,” Crow
said. “We could have just rolled
over and died, but we battled
back and gave a good effort.”
To replace Pinkel as the
head coach, the university plans
on hiring well-respected softball
coach John Conway.

Complete the Circle. Keep Recycling Working.

For a free brochure, please call
www.envirerinient&Mefense. org

or visit
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Baseball Team’s Hopes are Dashed
by Brian Schellman,
Sports Editor
Heading into the week
end of April 20lh, the Griffins
men baseball team had a
record of 9-14 overall and 56 in the St. Louis Intercolle
giate Athletic Conference.
They trailed Greenville Col
lege by five in the loss col
umn. With seven conference
games remaining, the out
come looks bleak for the men
to make their first trip to the
NCAA tournament since
1998. Six of the final seven
games set to be against three
of the top four teams in the
conference.
At the end of this sea
son. the team will only gradu
ate three seniors, Andy
Bollier, Dan Hartman, and
Vito Tabachi. The rest of the
players are set to return for

2003.
The Griffins are third in the
conference in total hitting with
a .333 team batting average. De
fensively, the men have commit
ted a conference low 38 errors
which in turn leads to a .945
fielding percentage, also tops in
the conference. However, the
Griffins are ranked second to last
in total pitching with a team
earned run average (ERA) of
9.16.
Individually, the Griffins
have several men that have had
successful seasons. Luke Wil
son has the sixth best batting
average in the conference, hit
ting .416. Tabachi and Matt
Sauer are both in the top five in
RBI’s. Tabachi has 26 while
Sauer is only two behind with
24. Nick Beckman is second in
doubles with 10 on the season
while Sauer and Matt Cowen are

among triples leaders with
two a piece, Tabachi is tied
for third in the conference
with six home runs. Also.
Reggie Tillitt is ranked fifth
in overall pitching. Tillitt
carries a 3-2 record with a
4.62 ERA and is second in
the conference in strikeouts
with 46.
On March 27, the men
scored 29 runs against
SUNY-Fredonia, which is
tops in the conference for a
single game. On April 6, the
men smacked 8 doubles in a
14-2 win over Maryville. In
that same game, Tillitt gave
up only 3 hits in 8 innings
while striking out 15
Maryville hitters. These 15
strikeouts are the most in one
game by any pitcher in the
conference.
..
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PHOTOS, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT, TOP TO BOTTOM: Group of karaoke participants pose for a shot; Students chow down
on Springfest grub; Girl shows what it’s like to dip foot in hot wax; Crowd gathers for Springfest 2002; Two students
bungee jump (horizontally); Abby and Jenna show their SF spirit; Student sings her heart out; Erica shows off her flower
pens; Brian and April dance in the gym; The staff gets in on the fun; Student cradles her “wax hands”; April shows her
hula-hooping skills; Students buddy up at Springfest.

Spri ngfest2002
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PHOTOS, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT TOP TO BOTTOM: Students hang out between activities; More hanging out in St Joe;
Two try their best to tye-dye a Springfest shirt; Reggie pins the hair extension on Britney Spears; Hula-hooping to the
extreme; Julie and friends smile for the camera; Brian rides the famous tricycle; Elizabeth makes a pair of wax hands, Two
friends share a hug; The crowd waits for Smoothie King smoothies; Lesley and Rocky perform at karaoke.
All photos taken and layout completed by Lauryn Humphrey
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Faces Painted at Kids Day Campus Reflects on Sept. 11 Tragedy
by Colene McEntee,
Layout Editor

photo by Katie Godsey
Students supervise as kids decorate visors.

by Katie Godsey,
Features Editor

Pigtails, playtimes and
prizes were just a few of the
things that could be found on
Kids Day. On Saturday, April
6lh Fontbonne students, faculty,
staff and their children, sibling,
relatives and friends, ages 3-10
joined together for a day of
friends, fun and face-painting.
The activities began with
Joe the Juggler using flaming
torches, a balancing chair act and
plenty of jokes to entertain his
audience of all ages. Even
though brothers Logan, 6, Grant,
4. and Owen, 3, Schvette were
quiet when asked about the
show, the shy trio all agreed that
it was “really neat.”
After Joe the Juggler was
finished performing, he let the
children try out some of his
tricks by using his props and jug
gling and balancing pins on their
foreheads.
Rachel Curtis, Events
Chair for Fontbonne Activities
Board, then announced it was
time for snacks, which consisted
of animal crackers, popcorn and
Kool-Aid. After their tummies
were full and kool-aid mus
taches wiped clean, the children
were split into three groups ac
cording to age.
The youngest, ages 3-5,
were sent out in front of the
DSAC to play with bubbles and
sidewalk chalk.
The second group was sent
into the aerobics studio to deco
rate visors with craft materials
including crayons, markers and
puff paint. They also had the
opportunity to have their picture
taken as an array of characters,
including a pig, clown, bear,

king and alien. While working
on their visors, Stephen Laury,8,
asked Oliver Abkemeier, 8,
“How’d you do that? That’s so
cool.”
During the Kids Day ac
tivities, children also played
with balls, scooters and hula
hoops. The main attraction
seemed to be an air-filled space
ship named “Galaxy Explorer.”
As the children emerged they
said, “1 wanna do it again.” As
Jose Thomas put it simply, “It’s
wild in there.”
There were many tables set
up in the gym as well including
a table for face painting and bal
loon animals created by the
clown, Sparkles. Artists Colene
McEntee, junior, FAB President
and Erica Driver, junior, Events
Chair for Fontbonne Activities
Board, created their works of art
on the cheeks and hands of the
children. Sara Mohrlock, 6, got
a big smiley face on her cheek,
while younger sister Lydia, 5,
dared to get a pumpkin on her
cheek.
The second table contained
a ‘wheel of wonderful prizes’, in
which children kept spinning
until they landed on the prize
they wanted, including airplanes
and bouncy balls.

photo by Katie Godsey
Bubble-blowers at Kids Day.

Correction: in the March 2002 issue, there was a
mistake made in a caption on page 3. The caption
incorrectly identified the
person in the photo as Dr. Lo’s wife,
when she is in fact his daughter.
We sine erely apologize for this mistake!

Now that so many months
have passed, and the shock may
(or may not) be over from the
terrorist attacks of September 11,
many are trying to find meaning
in the event. The University
community has also experienced
the changes it brought about in
America and the world.
Junior Becky Austin said
the events disturbed her views of
reality and sense of comfort. “I
grew up thinking that America
was this indestructible country
and that nothing could happen to
us,” said Austin. “Seeing all this
happen made me realize that
we’re not untouchable any
more.”
While working in Disney
World, senior Matt Hutti heard
the news of the terrorist attack.
An intern at the theme park,
Hutti said tourists were escorted
out of the park and Disney World
was shut down in half an hour
of receiving the news. The
workers in his division then met
at a theater for roll call and
stayed there for the rest of the
day.
“It was scary,” said Hutti,
“but I didn’t think we were in
any danger. A lot of people were
crying because they knew
people who were victims. I was
glad Disney closed because they
were putting people first.”
Disney World reopened the
next day; it was the first time in
history the park closed down.
Immediately, Disney imple
mented new safety procedures

after 9/11, Hutti said. The air
space around the park was and
continues to be designated as a
“No Fly Zone. Tougher security
measures were also taken, from
military helicopters circling the
park to employees searching all
tourists’ purses and tote bags.
“My hours (of work) went
down from 40 to 30 hours a
week; they changed the hours
the park was open because not
as many people were coming,”
said Hutti.
*-------------------------------------- »

“The (international)
students showed a
great deal of
concern for the U.S.
after the attacks,”
Dr. Miller
_______________________ /

The terrorist attacks also
shaped the views of international
students and made their stay in
the States difficult. Titus Pule, a
senior from South Africa, said he
didn’t expect this to happen to
the world’s superpower. “The
attacks made me realize how
vulnerable everybody is, regard
less of what country. I started to
realize that there is no safe place
in this world.”
After the attacks, Pule and
his friends from other countries
noticed a change in feelings to
wards foreigners as well. “The
first few weeks after were kind
of hard; people would hear my
accent and wonder where I’m
from,” said Pule. “The Embassy
in D.C., along with my mom,
advised me and other interna

tional students to stay away from
public places for awhile.”
On a flight home to Lon
don for winter break, Pule said
he noticed the increased security
and heightened awareness. “The
plane was half empty. I’ve al
ways been on full flights in the
past. With those people on the
plane, I could still see fear on
their faces. People weren’t mov
ing or joking around like they
used to do. There was a feeling
of tension,” said Pule.
While cultural conflicts
weren’t visibly present on the
University campus, 10 interna
tional students, the majority
Middle-Eastern, went
home afit
ter the attacks. Robert Miller,
director of international affairs,
said these students didn’t want
to leave the country, but their
parents requested that they come
back home.
“The (international) stu
dents showed a great deal of con
cern for the U.S. after the at
tacks. There were also feelings
of apprehension and uncertainty;
they were worried about how the
community would react to them
as international students,” said
Miller. “It was a shock for them.
Many of the students experi
enced this kind of terrorism in
their own countries; we’re just
now experiencing it.”
After the attacks, Miller
received messages from colleges
and universities in Taiwan, the
United Kingdom, and Germany
offering messages of concern,
support, and in some instances,
(See “Sept 11, page 10)

“Spring” from page 1
gifts.

Students took a couple
One booth that never lost hours break to socialize in their
its crowd was set up in the south rooms and around campus while
east corner of the gym: the awaiting the night’s activities.
waxed hands booth. Students
Music, dancing, and
walked away with a variety of karaoke sign-ups began at 8 p.m.
colored, molded wax sculptures in the DSAC. Karaoke kicked
of their own hands. After dip off at 9:00 and lasted until mid
ping statue-still hands in ex night.
With the help of
tremely cold water, the students Chartbuster Karaoke and a disco
then repeatedly dipped them in ball/colored Christmas lights,
a hot wax, which molded and the DSAC was transformed into
soon set into a solid shape after a performance palace.
again being submerged in ice
Numerous acts tried their
water. Colored to the student’s best at singing along with the
desire, this booth gathered quite written lyrics. The audience
the crowd. Sophomore Sarah donned cowboy hats, sparkling
Weimer commented, “It’s such belts, low-rise jeans and mini
a cool idea. I made mine for my skirt and their feet bounced to
fiancee. It was such a neat at the beat.
traction, everyone wanted to try
The turnout for karaoke
it out.”
* was small at first but the crowds
However, the fun was not slowly filtered in as the soulful
over as the afternoon portion of sounds of Danielle Dillon and
Springfest came to an end.
Elizabeth Spellmeyer’s version

of “Do wah diddy” by the Chif
fons drifted across campus.
Their dramatic performance
didn’t earn them any cash prizes,
but it did get thumbs up from the
audience. However, acts that did
dance and sing their way to the
top were Natalie Taylor and
Maureen Roberts with 1 st place
and $100, Lesley Jasper and her
boyfriend with 2nd place and
$50, and Rachel Vazzi in 3rd
place, collecting $25. Jami Cale
and Lauren Carole also took
home $50 collectively.
Despite all the preparation
^nd effort it took to put
Springfest together, the goal for
was to just have fun and enjoy
the day. “On the day of Spring
fest, I was relieved that it was
finally here, so my goal was the
have fun. So I rode around on
my big red tricycle,” commented
Driver with a smile.
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Frisbee Soars at University Taiwanese Food Featured at Cook Out

photo by Lauryn Humphrey
John Bauer shows off'the
famous frisbee.

by Kristin South,
Copy Editor
It’s a sunny Thursday af
ternoon. the wind blowing just
slightly, and it is nearing 1 p.m.
One by one, Sean Cummins,
John Bauer, and Stephen
Hoffmann stroll across campus
to meet outside the AMC. The
lime has come and they know
what they must do: play Frisbee.
The game started out as a
simple game this trio played on
Thursday afternoons, regardless
of temperature, in order to re
lieve common stresses resulting
from school-work overload.
Computer Science major John
Bauer commented, “With every
one being so concerned and wor
ried about classes and grades, I
thought it would be nice to find
something to ease off the
pressure.. .1 thought that Frisbee
would be ideal.”
The three men that origi
nally founded this “Frisbee
club” take their sport somewhat
seriously. The guys have made
many new friends due to their
persuasive styles in gathering
others for a “throw.” Co
Founder Sean Cummins said.
"This is a great way for people
to interact and get to know each
other. It does suck that we oc
casionally hit people, but that

gets them involved as
well. The more people we
hit, the better the game
can be.”
Not only do the men
hone their own Frisbee
skills on a weekly basis,
but they attempt to improve the abilities of passersby as well. Their
Frisbee field is the
meadow in between Ryan
Hall and Medaille. “Any
one who crosses the field
risks the chance of being
sucked in and asked to
play,” Bauer commented.
However, students
shouldn’t be frightened when
asked to join the “Frisbee team.”
Junior Katie Godsey is one of the
many that have played at least
once with the group. She com
mented, “They made me do it.
It was great conversation and
they taught me a lot.”
In accepting the invitation
and throwing their Frisbee just
once, there comes a bit of rec
ognition. Everyone who plays
with the group, be it for two min
utes or two hours gels to sign the
bottom of the infamous white
Frisbee. These guys have been
so successful in getting others to
join in for some non-home work
fun that virtually the whole bot
tom of the disc is covered in vari
ous students’ names.
The men commented that
they have a few goals surround
ing their Frisbee game. First,
they want to get as many stu
dents to play as possible. The
other goal involves a pact the
original three made when start
ing the group: to play Frisbee
everywhere on campus at least
once. They have tossed and cap
tured their signature-covered
frisbee in all the outside areas of
campus and have played in four
out of the eight buildings. Hope
fully, with dedication, perspira
tion, and determination, FU will
eventually stand for Frisbees
Unite.

Your Ad Could Be HERE!
Did you know that the Fontbanner
sells ads for as little as $25?
We also offer discounts for those
who prepay!

Call us at 314-889-4550 for ad rates

Feast was part of Diversity Week Celebration
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photos by Lauryn Humphrey
Taiwanese students serve the
Fontbonne community and don
University T-shirts.

by April Reeder,
staff writer
On April 16, a “Taiwanese
Cultural Party Cookout” was
held in the AMC of Medaille
Hall as part of the University’s
Diversity Week celebration. Stu
dents and staff were treated to
an abundance of Taiwanese
dishes.
“The students prepared all
the food, I only provided the fi
nancial status of the program,”
said Vidal Dickerson, director of
Multicultural Affairs, who spon
sored the event this year. “The
group was extremely excited
about the event and I’m elated
that things went well.”
Approximately one hun
dred and twenty members of the
University community partici
pated in the occasion. The Tai
wanese students from the special
MBA program prepared tradi-

tional Taiw a n e s e
foods in their
dorm rooms
the night be
fore and let
the Univer
sity sample
Taiwanese
cooking. As
people
stuffed their
faces with
delicious
food,
Natasha
Meredith,
sophomore, said,” I never had
Taiwanese food before but it’s so
good, I can eat Taiwanese all the
time now.”
The Taiwanese students
made twelve different dishes for
the affair including spinach
dumplings, red tea eggs, special
fried rice, and black pepper beef.
Approximately thirty Taiwanese
students stood behind the buffet
and served the crowd.
“I think it’s wonderful for
the Taiwanese students to share
their culture with us,”
said Colene McEntee,
junior, president of
Fontbonne Activities
Broad.
Everyone seemed
to enjoy the environment
and they socialized
throughout the entire
event.
In addition to the
food portion of the Taiwanese
event, a special presentation
took place in the Lewis Room.

Guest speaker, Bob Mitori, a
member of the St.Louis Japa
nese-American Citizen League,
addressed his personal perspec
tive of the Japanese Internment.
When asked how he felt about
Mitori’s speech, Dickerson said,
“I just wish more of the campus
could have been exposed to his
experiences in a part of history
we rarely hear about.”
“I enjoyed trying all the
food and fellowshipping with
my Taiwanese classmates. It
brought out more diversity be
tween us all,” said Jamar Love,
junior and president of the Stu
dents for the Enhancement of
Black Awareness.
Overall, the Taiwanese stu
dents at the University com
mented that they were very
pleased to share their culture
with their American peers. At
tendance for this year’s Taiwan
ese food cookout was much
larger than last year’s. This
made Dickerson very pleased
because it “showed how the Uni
versity community supports
their international peers.”

Marcia and Danielle dine on the
Taiwanese treats.

Heritage Luncheon Honors University Scholarship Winners
by Abby Hellwege,
Advertising Editor
The annual Heritage
Society luncheon honors
current and new members
of the society, and intro
duces those outstanding
students who benefit from
the
generosity
of
Fontbonne’s most loyal
supporters.
This year’s luncheon
took place on April 10th in
the Dunham Student Ac
tivity Center. Vicki Frank,
the Mistress of Ceremo
nies, Vice President for In
stitutional Advancement
gave opening remarks.
Meghan Mueller, junior

and President of “Fontbonne
in Service and Humility”
(FISH) was in charge of In
vocation.
Following lunch the
guests listened to a message
from Dr. Dennis Golden,
President of the University,
who also recognized the new
members of the Heritage So
ciety and gave an introduction
of Endowed Scholarship re
cipients for 2002-2003. Over
one hundred students received
endowed scholarships from
the University. Julie Venegoni
presented closing remarks and
prayer.
The Fontbonne Univer
sity Heritage Society recog

nizes and honors those
alumni and friends of the
University who currently
invest in Fontbonne through
a significant gift to the en
dowed fund or who commit
to a deferred gift through
formal financial estate plan
ning.
The scholarship is
awarded to students based
on a combination of aca
demic achievement and
need.

Do you know
someone who
would make a great
feature?
Call us at 314-8894550
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Comedian Jon Reep Uses Pantyhose
by Sean P. Cummins,
News Editor
From a dancing start to a
dancing finish, comedian Jon
Reep entertained the University
during the lunch on Monday,
February IX in the ‘Caf. Reep, a
native of Hickory, North Caro
lina, kept the crowd laughing
throughout his whole routine.
Not only were his dance moves
admired, his impressions of foot
ball referees, cheerleaders and
stories from his childhood left
the crowd in tears.
One of the many bits that
Reep performed was when he
asked the crowd if they had a pair
of pantyhose. No one in the au
dience replied that they did, so
Reep took out his own pair.
Sticking it over his head, he told
the crowd about how he and a
couple of his friends would wear
the pantyhose when they got
bored working at RPS (a low
budget UPS in North Carolina),
He also showed how they would
act if there were ever to deliver
packages to the customer. Reep
commented that he looked like,
“Larry Bird smashed in a screen
door.”
Reep is now living in Los
Angeles, a far cry from the small
town in which he grew up. When
asked how long he has been a
comedian, he said, “Since the
third grade. My third grade
teacher discovered me. I was al
ways the class clown, so she
made a promise with me that if I
didn’t disrupt the class, she
would let me do things the last
five or ten minutes before class
ended. I gradually moved up af
ter that.”
He graduated from North

Carolina State University in Ra
leigh with a degree in theatre.
During college, he worked the
comedy club circuits and joined
the College Comedy Club. Af
ter graduation, his comedy rou
tine started to take off. “I went
to LA for a contest called Just
For Laughs, and ended up win
ning the competition. This con
test is the biggest they have for
comedians. You win this and
you are in.”
Reep wasn’t serious about
being a comedian until 1998,
when he started writing jokes
and working at small comedy
clubs around his hometown. “I
was working at a local news

“It’s whatever
makes me laugh.
If I know it’s
funny, then I’ll
use it,” said
Reep.
channel station when I started
doing my routine at comedy
clubs. I hijacked one of the cam
eras and took it to one of the
comedy clubs 1 was working at
so I could have a tape of my
work. I eventually quit my job
and for two years worked for
open mic nights at these clubs. I
was the House M.C. for a while
there.”
While comedy clubs make
up the majority of his touring,
he does find time to make it to
college campuses every once
and a while. However, “comedy
clubs are better for a few rea
sons. One, I’m there for about a

week, so I can really connect
with the audience better. Two,
there is a more adult audience to
play to. I don’t have to worry
about what I can say and can’t
say whenever I’m at a comedy
club. Some colleges you really
have to be careful what you say.
Fontbonne seems to be pretty
laid back, so I wasn’t too wor
ried here.”
“The best thing about a
college though is you can really
do whatever you want,” added
Reep. “You don’t have to worry
about whether or not something
is going to offend someone or
not. That’s always a big thing.”
Reep’s comedy routine
comes from a variety of topics.
“It’s whatever makes me laugh.
If I know it’s funny, then I’ll use
it. I like to use anything that’s
sports related because people
like that. I get a good vibe from
that,” said Reep. “[Discussing]
My family and I is always a
[crowd] pleaser. Just being vi
sual and energetic, cartoonish
and fun. That’s what helps my
routine.”
While some may have seen
him on NBC’s “Friday Late
Night” and Comedy Central,
Reep said audiences may soon
see him on “MadTV.” “I’ve got
an audition with them to be on a
couple of their shows. I’m still
waiting to see what happens; my
friend Jeff Richards [a fellow
comedian] was on there, so I’m
hoping that will help me score a
spot. We’ll see,” said Reep.
Until then, keeps your eyes
open and your pantyhose on
your legs, because you never
know when Jon Reep may be in
town.
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Letter to the Editor

---------------

This letter orginally appeared as an article in the St.
Louis Chinese American News, Mar. 21, 2001

We Are Proud of
Fontbonne Today.
Fontbonne will be proud of
us in the future!
Fontbonne University uses
numerous teaching and learning
activities to involve international
students with instructors, staff
members, and American stu
dents in order to provide won
derful learning opportunities
both academically and culturally
and to achieve academic excel
lence.
Time flies! Especially
when you are having a good
time! We, the Taiwanese stu
dents in Fontbonne University’s
International MBA program,
have been at the University for
more than six months by now.
One of the outstanding features
is that everyone from the Presi
dent on down is friendly, caring,
and readily available to assist
students in any way they can.
Even though we are from the
other side of the Pacific Ocean,
the friendly, warm atmosphere at
Fontbonne makes us feel very
much at home. Dr. Golden,
President of Fontbonne Univer
sity, is just like a wonderful fa
ther to us!
Fontbonne University or
ganizes interesting activities,
such as a basketball champion
ship, volleyball contests, bowl
ing games, etc. International
students interact with American
students on a daily basis. Some

American students invite inter
national students to attend for
mal dinners and dance activities.
International students often ex
perience American students’
love and kindness to others. As
a result, international students
also actively participate volun
tarily in charity activities in their
leisure time outside of the
Fontbonne community.
We truly love Fontbonne
University and we feel
Fontbonne University is our ex
tended family. We have been
able to grow academically and
spiritually and will continue to
benefit from Fontbonne. We
will certainly use what we ob
tained from Fontbonne to serve
society well. And, this wonder
ful learning experience and
beautiful friendships will always
be remembered and cherished in
our hearts. We, the thirty stu
dents from 2002 International
MBA program in Fontbonne
University, have a sincere wish
that is that someday after we are
successful in the business world,
we will come back to Fontbonne
University with our contribu
tions to thank Fontbonne for
everything it has done for us!
Today, we are very proud
of Fontbonne University; tomor
row we will certainly make
Fontbonne University very
proud of us!
Fontbonne University, we
love you!

“Sept. 11” from page 8
prayerful support.
“A professor at the Univer
sity of Heidleberg in Heidleberg,
Germany sent me the most strik
ing emails. He was very vocal
about his outrage. He said ‘that
attack was an attack on all civi
lized people.’ It made him aware
that this could happen any
where,” said Miller.
With so much stress and
new emotions to deal with,
people everywhere are turning to
counselors and therapists to help
make sense of such a tragic
event. Randi Wilson, director of
counseling and career develop
ment and associate academic
dean, said no students have
come by to receive counseling,
but she wants to remind all stu
dents that the student affairs staff
is here if any one needs to talk
and sift through their emotions.
“I think one of the reasons
students haven’t come by to dis
cuss the attacks is because the

faculty and students openly
talked about it...There was a lot
of common bonding. Even
though there are so many indi
viduals and differences, it
wasn’t something that an indi
vidual had to deal with all on
their own,” said Wilson.
Even though it is now
months later, feelings and emo
tions around the events can still
emerge. “Just because someone
hasn’t been affected yet doesn’t
mean it won’t happen. It is defi
nitely in the realm of possibil
ity,” said Wilson. Anyone can be
affected emotionally and physi
cally by an attack of this mag
nitude, even if they weren’t
present at the attacks or knew of
victims.
“This one event is so hor
rific; it’s still very much with
us,” said Wilson. “People are
reminded of it and our whole
sense of security and safety has
been altered.”
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SEBA Cookout Better than “Old Country”
by April Reeder,
staff writer
On April 18, SEBA (Stu
dent for Enhancement of Black
Awareness) concluded the
University’s Diversity week cel
ebration with an old fashion
“Soul Food Cookout” in the
AMC. This year, Nathaniel
Heavens, a caterer from Lively
Stone Church of God, profes
sionally catered the food.
Several students and staff
members attended to taste the
“Soul Food” traditional to the
African-American community.
Vidal Dickerson, the direc
tor of Multicultural Affairs and
advisor for SEBA, sponsored the
event. “The catering was spear
headed by Bryan Smith [SGA
President). He had connections
with the caterer from his church.
The success of the program was
based on his efforts,” said
Dickerson.

The menu items included
baked chicken, fried chicken,
macaroon and cheese, mixed
greens, sweet potatoes, lemon
pound cake, dinner rolls, corn
bread and fruit punch.
Smith said, “The tradition
of ‘Soul Food’ has been shared
by many other cultures, however
its origin comes from African
Americans because we put our
heart and soul into our cooking.
Soul Food is especially present
during church gatherings, fam
ily reunions, and picnics.”
Many people socialized
after the meal. Some played
games like spades, uno, and
dominoes, while music played in
the background.
Tim Parson, vice president
of SEBA said, “We did not ex
pect such a big crowd. We or
dered our food with a maximum
request of about 75 people, but
we had a line that never seemed
to end. I think about 90 people
showed up for this event.” The

crowd included faculty, staff,
special guests and students.
The AMC was full of a di
verse crowd of people enjoying
each other’s company. Although
the line was longer than ex
pected, everyone who waited the
few extra minutes enjoyed a
taste of culture that was worth
waiting for.
Senior John Bauer said “I
work at Old Country Buffet,
where homemade country cook
ing is our specialty, but this food
out does ours. The servers were
very nice to they gave you ser
vice with a smile.”
Last year, a restaurant spe
cializing in barbequed ribs pre
pared the food and members
SEBA had to serve the Univer
sity community as well as pro
vide deserts and drinks to go
along with the ribs.
This year there was a full
service catering company and
servers present to help serve the
food.

We Say Goodbye to Our

Favorite Photo Editor!
a farewell tribute to Humphrey
Dear Fontbanner readers
A newspaper is only as
good as its staff, and I must say
that over the past two years,
I’ve had a some great staff
members.
I would like to take this
space to say a special thanks
to Lauryn Humphrey, my
wonderful photo editor.
Lauryn has been on the
staff as photo editor for the
past year and a half and, like
me, this is her last issue.
During her time as photo
editor, Lauryn has set the stan
dard by which future photo
editors will be measured.
When Lauryn took the
job and I saw what she could
do, I was amazed at her skills.
She really and truly creates
ART through her photography.
Her photo spreads, like
the one featured in this issue

on pages 6 and 7, are the
product of painstaking
hardwork and endless time
spent in front of a computer
screen.
As photo editor, she has
made my life a lot easier, be
cause she handles the job so
well and is overwhelmingly
dedicated. She even works
harder than I do at times!!
Lauryn has been great
to work with and an even
greater friend. She will be
missed!
However, we all would
like to wish her luck during
her upcoming semester in
England!
Thanks Lauryn, WE
LOVE YOU!!!
- Sara Lubbes, Editor
in-Chief, and the rest of the
Fontbanner staff

asks
How Did You Spend Your 21st Birthday?
Information gathered by
April Reeder
i»
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What’s the worst and best
that could happen on your 21st
birthday? Most people are ex
cited a about turning 21, but
some just think it’s one more
year of turning older with extra
responsibilities. Here are some
thoughts from students about
their 21s1 celebration:
Nicole Stokes, junior
“The best thing that hap
pened to me was that I had a
birthday celebration with all of
my family members and friends
at my home. I received lots of
nice gifts and everyone was hav
ing fun, but most important, I got
my gifts and money.”
Jeremy Nagle, junior
“On my 21s', the worst
thing I did was that I was so
drunk, I thought my toothpaste
was contact lens solution. I woke
up the next morning and found
my contacts in the toothpaste.
And I did nothing but laugh. The
best thing that happened was that
I kissed a lot of girls that night.”
Rebecca Austin, senior
“Honestly, 1 don’t remem
ber my 21s1.1 know that I was at
a bar and taking shots with my

friends, but I don’t remember
leaving the bar and getting
home. All I know is I had a good
time and won’t ever forget it.”
Bryan Smith, junior,
President of S.G.A
“On my 21s1 birthday,
Karen Paruch gave two of my
residents a key to my room, and
while I was out doing FISH
community service on Saturday
morning, they cleaned up my
room thoroughly and decorated
it with balloons, streamers, and
signs everywhere in my room. I
was so surprised!”
Sean P. Cummins, senior
“I didn’t do much. My
brother took me barhopping on
my 2P' and got me pretty drunk.
He then let me borrow his credit
card to buy some beer. I wasn’t
even carded. All in all, it. was a
fun birthday.”
Stephanie Cole, junior
“My friend surprised me
with flyers around my door say
ing “Happy 21s1 Birthday” and
they took me out to eat and got
me drunk, too. The worst things
that happened to me were that I
had no boyfriend to share it with.
I really didn’t feel any different,
and I had to work on my birth
day.”

Contact the Fontbanner at sarasel@hotmail.com
Education I Excellence Partnership

OPINION
Advice for Those Feeling Heartbroken
Breaking up sucks.
Next to having your body
engulfed in flames, nothing hurts
worse (emotionally, that is).
I should know—last Octo
ber I broke up with my boyfriend
of over three years. It definitely
wasn’t the highlight of my life!
(I’ll spare the entire
Fontbonne community the rest
of the break-up details, but let’s
just say it wasn’t pretty).
At first, I was fine. I
thought a break is just what we
needed and that everything
would work out. I had faith he
would change, apologize, and
we would get back together and
have this wonderful fairy tale to
tell our children some day.
Then reality set in. Actu
ally, it hit me like a brick.
He got a new girlfriend
right away and his life drasti
cally changed. I, on the other
hand, was left confused, hurt,
and insecure. Most people 1
know couldn’t tell; it was more
mental anguish than anything. 1
had to start my life over—and
find myself again after three
years. 1 didn’t realize how much
he was a part of my life until we
broke up.
Today, almost six months
later. I’m happier than ever. It’s
definitely been a journey with
many bumps in the road, though.
Now that I’m finally at peace
with it all, I’ve realized how
much I learned from the experi
ence. I always said everything
happens for a reason, and now I
truly believe what I preached.
I’m here to give some advice to
those of you out there, guys and
girls, who are about to, have
gone through, or who are going
through a break up.
1. First (if you're thinking
about breaking up or even if you
already have), take a look at the
relationship and distinguish be
tween fantasy and reality. When
you fall in love, everything is
great; you can’t see one flaw in
the person or relationship. Even
the hairy moles on their neck are
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sexy.

By the time you reach the
breaking up stage, you see ev
erything. The questions you
have to ask yourself are—Can I
be with this person for the rest

of my life if they act this way/
do this thing/feel or think this
way? And when you ask this,
consider that people don’t
change unless they want to.
That’s the hardest thing to ac
cept, but a person has to be ready
to change—no one can do that
for them.
2. Be honest with yourself
about what YOU want in a rela
tionship. Was the person you’re
with really your heart’s desire?
You’re not selfish if you are par
ticular about who you're look
ing for; in fact, it’s selfish to stay
with someone to make them
happy or because you’re afraid
of being alone.
3. Once the breakup oc
curs, don’t overreact out of hurt.
It isn’t going to help to call him
or her all the time, stop by their
work, and/or send emails. In
fact, it makes you look desper
ate and it actually prolongs your
hurt. It is hard to forget him or
her, and accept that it is over—
especially if the relationship
didn’t end well.
Instead of picking up the
phone to call your ex, call or
email a friend and go do some
thing you enjoy. And remember,
if the person hurt you and you
want to hurt them back, it is bet
ter to get back at them by ignor
ing what they do. It’s the best
form of revenge and it’s actually
healthier in the long run.
4. WARNING—After a
break up, be prepared for some

serious mood swings and feel
ings of loneliness. A break-up is
like a death, it is the end of
something significant, and you
will go through the motions.
Sometimes, it feels worse than
the unsatisfying or un
happy relationship you
just ended. I know my
whole world felt like it
was turned upside
down and my self-es
teem was dealt a severe
blow. I can’t count how
many times I cried.
5. Whatever you
do, don’t jump into a new rela
tionship right away, especially
if you ended a long-term rela
tionship. If you’re hurt, your
emotions won’t be stable, and
you could make a mistake.
Take some time to be by your
self, discover what you like to
do, and figure out what you
want and where your life should
go next.
6. And finally, the best bit
of advice I can give is this—
you’re going to be okay! You’re
a great person with wonderful
qualities and you’ll find some
one one day who loves you for
who you are. I remember being
12 years old and having the fol
lowing plan: meet Mr. Right at
20, graduate college, get mar
ried at 24, have first child at 28.
Doesn't look like that’s hap
pened, but it’s okay with me. For
the first time in three years I do
not know what to expect next in
my life, and I’m actually excited
about it.
Remember — we’re
young! Most of us are between
18 to 23 years old, so we have a
lot to look forward to; there’s a
whole world with over a billion
people out there. Whether you
meet your mate at 21,35, or 75,
it will be worth the wait. Your
experiences and those you en
counter along the way are just
preparation for being able to
appreciate and recognize when
you have what you deserve.

What’s the worst thing you ever did to get even after a breakup?
Julie Henneberry,
junior, Communications

“When my ex called me

told me it killed him to

after we broke up to see

see me so happy with

if we could get back to

another guy instead of

gether. I was elated to tell

him. It was the sweet

him that I had found the

est

man of my dreams.

He

feeling

in

the

world.”

photos and info gathered by Lauryn Humph

University, College, What’s the Diff?
Now that the College is a
University, what the hell has
changed? We still have seven
buildings and a nameless guard
shack. We still don’t have
enough parking, and where’s the
football team! What has really
changed since we became a Uni
versity? Well, we would like to
tell you right now.
The first thing that is going
to change is tuition. Yes, ladies
and
gentlem e n ,
goodbye
single
digit
p e r centage
tuition
hike,
hello double-digit percentage tu
ition hike. The University peti
tioned The United States Math
ematical Foundation to create a
new number to reflect next years
tuition hike. The administration
will divide the new tuition hike
by Pi, just because they can. By
the way, if you would like to
know the value of Pi, here is an
abbreviated version:
Pi equals 3.14159265358979323846264. If you would
like to see more, visit the website
http://www.joyofpi.com/pi.htm
In addition to money, an
other thing that will be changing
is the stationary. No longer will
it say “Fontbonne College.” It
will now say “Fontbonne Col
lege” with a label over the word
College that says “Now Univer
sity.” With all the money they’re
raking in, they can’t afford new
stationary? I’m sure there are
people out there who could use
this paper for sanitary use. After
all, that’s all it’s good for now.
The label system looks tacky and
is behavior unbecoming of a
University.
Another change that, will
take place is the conversion of
classrooms into lecture halls,
making the minimum class size
3,000. This change to a lecture
hall format will result in the ear
liest class session offered set to
begin at 12:59a.m. The last ses
sion offered will end at 11:59
p.m., giving the student an hourlong break before their next day
of classes. With this taking place,
an undergraduate can complete
their major, and receive their de
gree in one semester.
Now we move on to the
guards. According to illegally
obtained secret documents, the
University will no longer have a
resident population by the start

of the 2003 school year. In place
of Medaille, St. Joe, and South
west, there will be a $30 billion
dollar, 150 million square foot
guard mansion.
Because of increased tu
ition and diminished services,
99% of the commuter population
transfers, making the faculty to
student ratio 50:1. With no other
outside form of income, and debt
rising by the millisecond, Wash
ington Uni
versity of
fers to bail
us out and
annex the
campus
(guard
mansion
and all).
With
Washington University deciding
to buy our school, we have now
become what we first set out to
be: A real University.
Here are some solutions to
cope with the inevitable:
Solution #1: Hire the man
from Scene 24 in “Monty Py
thon and the Holy Grail” to ask
three questions for admittance to
the University. In doing so, en
rollment will quadruple and fi
nancial troubles will be no more.
Solution #2: Invade Wash
ington University, led by Gen
erals John Bauer and Stephen
Hoffmann. Since they know the
territory from their last excur
sion to Wash U. (seen in the
piece “Wash U. Meets The Wiz
ard ofOz”), they will lead a bar
rage of fellow students to plun
der and pillage. This will ensure
the survival of the University
against Washington University’s
Manifest Destiny. In addition,
the engineering department will
renovate the mansion back into
residence halls, while demolish
ing Washington University’s
campus and making it into a
theme park based on a famous
Muppet movie.
Solution #3: Beer. The
easiest thing to do is to just drink
and forget. That way, none of
this will seem to occur and life
will remain as peaceful as it was
when we were a college.
In conclusion, I am Swit
zerland. Some of my friends, on
the other hand, are of the opin
ion that the school was fine the
way it was before. However the
general public feels, it really
doesn’t matter, because the dam
age has been done. We are FU.
Endnote: No Washington
University students were
harmed in the writing of this
editorial.

